Piping Industry Stakeholders and Apprentices:
The UA Piping Industry College of BC asks that you take 15 minutes to fill out and submit the attached survey for your
chance to win a xxxxx or other great prizes. This survey, once correlated, may change the direction of Apprenticeship
Training in Canada. The UA PIC is engaged in an essential skills project funded by HRSDC, called Essential Skills for Piping,
to investigate the current Apprenticeship Training system so that the future direction of Apprentices may be a better
system.
This survey is very important in assessing the needs of our industry, and it will be used to determine the direction of our
pilot projects and inform the recommendations of our steering committee, comprised of journeymen, contractors,
employers and educators.
To further motivate the completion and subsequent submission of the survey we will be doing a random draw at the
completion of the survey with some great prizes. The form is designed based on current survey practises and does not
require your name unless you want to be included in the prize draw. If you receive this survey, you will be an apprentice,
a journeyman, a supplier or an employer. Please also send this survey to those who you feel should complete the form,
including apprentices, journeymen or lead hands. Simply choose the version of the survey that applies to you:
employer/supplier/foreman, or apprentice/journeyperson.
We ask that you please take a little bit of time to fill out and submit this survey so that together, we can make a
difference for our future apprentices who will become journeypersons and possible lead foremen.
Once completed, the survey should be sent, if done electronically, to: Kelly@uapicbc.ca. If you wish to print the form
and mail it, please send it to
UA PIC Survey c/o Kelly Sinclair
#101-1658 Foster’s Way
Annacis Island, Delta, BC V3M 6C7
Thank you in advance for your cooperation on so vital an issue towards a pathway to excellence for those involved in the
piping industry. Prize draw results will be available __________________________, and your response before xxxx will
ensure your chance to win!
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